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ABSTRACT

Boxy/peanut bulges are considered to be part of the same stellar structure as bars and
both could be linked through the buckling instability. The Milky Way is our closest
example. The goal of this letter is determining if the mass assembly of the different
components leaves an imprint in their stellar populations allowing to estimate the
time of bar formation and its evolution. To this aim we use integral field spectroscopy
to derive the stellar age distributions, SADs, along the bar and disc of NGC 6032.
The analysis shows clearly different SADs for the different bar areas. There is an
underlying old ( > 12 Gyr) stellar population for the whole galaxy. The bulge shows
star formation happening at all times. The inner bar structure shows stars of ages
older than 6 Gyrs with a deficit of younger populations. The outer bar region presents
a SAD similar to that of the disc. To interpret our results, we use a generic numerical
simulation of a barred galaxy. Thus, we constrain, for the first time, the epoch of bar
formation, the buckling instability period and the posterior growth from disc material.
We establish that the bar of NGC 6032 is old, formed around 10 Gyr ago while the
buckling phase possibly happened around 8 Gyr ago. All these results point towards
bars being long-lasting even in the presence of gas.
Key words: galaxies: bulges – Galaxy: bulge – galaxies: stellar content – galaxies:
structure – galaxies: evolution
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INTRODUCTION

In the last years, observation and theory have converged towards secular evolution, linked to the bar formation, as the
main mechanism for the formation of the Milky Way boxy
bulge (e.g., Shen et al. 2010; Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard 2011; Debattista et al. 2016). This explanation invokes
a buckling instability of the bar, some time after the bar
forms, to create the central ‘bulgy’ structure. Bulges formed
?
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in this way have been previously related to the boxy/peanut
(B/P) bulges observed in external galaxies (e.g., Combes &
Sanders 1981; Debattista et al. 2006). Roughly, 40% of disc
galaxies present these type of bulges (Lütticke et al. 2000) at
z=0. A recent work (Erwin & Debattista 2016) argues that
most of the B/P bulges have been formed through a bar
buckling instability. The moment at which the bar forms
would constrain the formation time of the B/P bulge and
help us understand the effects of secular evolution on the
structures of the Milky Way as well as in other disc galaxies. Dating the time of bar formation is challenging as the
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stars currently populating the bar are not necessarily coeval
with the formation of the bar. However, simulations suggest that there should be a period of intense star formation
during the formation of the bar, lasting as long as there is
material available to form stars (Friedli et al. 1994). This
star formation should leave its imprint in the stellar content
of the galaxy.
The analysis of the spatially resolved star formation
history offers a unique window to explore the formation of
galactic structures. Accurate star formation histories (SFHs)
and age-metallicity relations are fundamental to understand
the build-up of the stellar component and the enrichment of
the interstellar medium of galaxies of different types and in
different environments. Very few studies have analysed the
bar stellar properties in detail due to the high quality of the
data required for such purposes. In addition, most of them
are mainly based on line-strength indices (e.g., Gadotti &
de Souza 2006; Pérez et al. 2007, 2009). Modern full spectrum fitting techniques (Ocvirk et al. 2006b; Cid Fernandes
et al. 2005; Koleva et al. 2009; Sánchez et al. 2016) allow
us to obtain, not only mean ages and metallicities, but also
stellar age distributions shaping the observed spectra.
In this letter we present the analysis of the stellar
age distributions (SADs) of different regions of the galaxy
NGC 6032 for which we have integral field spectroscopic
CALIFA data (Sánchez et al. 2012). NGC 6032 is a spiral galaxy classified as SBb with a total stellar mass of
2.6 × 1010 M as derived from the SDSS colours (Sánchez
et al. 2013). The analysed morphological structures comprise the bulge, the bar and the disc, focusing particularly
on the fine-structures of the bar. The bar in this galaxy
shows a barlens structure, as described in Laurikainen et al.
(2011), and some light enhancements at the ends of it (see
Fig. 1), and therefore it is a perfect candidate to explore
bar evolution. The aim is to determine whether we can observe stellar populations signatures of how these different
structures formed, and to compare them with results from
a state-of-art numerical simulation of bar formation.
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DATA

The CALIFA project (Sánchez et al. 2012) has observed
more than 700 galaxies from the local Universe with the
PMAS/PPAK instrument (Roth et al. 2005) mounted at
the 3.5 m telescope at Calar Alto. Three different exposures
were taken for each object following a dithered scheme (to
reach a filling factor of 100%) in two observational setups
(V1200 and V500). The total exposure time for the V500
setup (wavelength range 3745–7300 Å, R ∼ 850) is 2700 s
and 5400 s for the V1200 (3400–4750 Å, R ∼ 1650) setup.
The diameter of each spaxel is 2.7” which corresponds,for
NGC 6032, to a physical size of 805 pc given a comoving
distance to the galaxy of 62.5 Mpc. For more information
about the quality of the data and the data reduction procedure (v1.4) see Husemann et al. (2013) and Garcı́a-Benito
et al. (2014). We also make use of the g-band SDSS image,
using the SDSS seventh Data Release (DR7 Abazajian et al.
2009), to obtain the radial light distribution of NGC 6032
and to define its different morphological regions (see Fig. 1).
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STELLAR POPULATION ANALYSIS

We analyse the stellar content in NGC 6032 from the CALIFA data using a method based on full-spectrum fitting
techniques (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011, 2014; Seidel et al.
2015; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016) that has been proven successful
at replicating results obtained from the more reliable analysis of Colour-Magnitude Diagrams (Ruiz-Lara et al. 2015).
In short:
(i) We correct the observed datacubes for the stellar
kinematics effect in order to have every spectrum in the
datacubes rest framed and at a common spectral resolution (8.4 Å). We use the results from a stellar kinematics extraction method designed for dealing with CALIFA
data (Falcón-Barroso et al. 2017) that applies an adaptive
Voronoi binning (Cappellari & Copin 2003) with a S/N goal
of 20, using only spaxels with continuum S/N > 3. Finally,
it makes use of the penalised pixel fitting code (pPXF; Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari et al. 2011) to extract
the stellar kinematics.
(ii) Once the original CALIFA data are at rest frame
and at a common spectral resolution of 8.4 Å, we integrate
over elliptical annuli (on the unbinned, kinematics-corrected
datacubes) using different ellipticity and position angle (PA)
values and variable widths to reach a minimum S/N of 20
(per Å), see Fig. 1. These values were derived by fitting
successive ellipses to the galaxy isophotal light distribution
in the g-band image using variable ellipticities and PA and
fixing their centre.
(iii) We subtract the emission from the gaseous component (emission lines) to the radially-integrated spectra using GANDALF (Gas AND Absorption Line Fitting; Sarzi et al.
2006; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2006). We use the Vazdekis et al.
(2010) (V10 hereafter) models based on the MILES library1
(Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) as stellar templates.
(iv) Finally, we recover the light- and mass-weighted
SADs by applying the STECKMAP (STEllar Content and Kinematics via Maximum A Posteriori likelihood; Ocvirk et al.
2006b,a) code to the emission-cleaned spectra. STECKMAP is
able to simultaneously recover the stellar content and stellar
kinematics using a Bayesian method via a maximum a posteriori algorithm. We also use the entire set of the V10 models
while running STECKMAP and fix the stellar kinematics to the
values computed with pPXF to avoid the metallicity-velocity
dispersion degeneracy (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011). The
smoothing parameters used in this work are µx = 0.01 and
µZ = 100 for the SAD and the age-metallicity relation, respectively. We choose to use the full age range present in the
V10 models to avoid biasing the outcome. Although this can
lead to outputs of ages older than the age of the Universe,
this is the usual procedure in this type of studies (e.g. Seidel
et al. 2015).
The radially-resolved SADs are presented in Fig. 2 in
three different ways. The left and middle panels show the
light- and mass-weighted SADs, respectively. The SADs at
each radius are normalised to the total light or mass within
each ellipse, i.e. the sum of the light or mass fraction at each
radius is 1. This visualisation allows us to properly compare
the SAD in the bulge, bar, and disc regions avoiding artefacts due to the different values of the surface brightness
1
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or surface mass density of each component. On the other
hand, the right hand panel shows the average SAD for each
region with the corresponding propagated errors. These error in the SADs are computed by means of 25 Monte Carlo
simulations. Once STECKMAP has determined the best combination of model templates to fit the observed spectrum,
we add noise based on the spectrum S/N and run STECKMAP
again. This test is done 25 times and the error in the SAD is
considered as the standard deviation of the recovered light
and mass fractions at each age.
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THE STELLAR CONTENT OF NGC 6032

Before describing the results obtained in the stellar population analysis we will first define the structural regions
distinguished in this work (see Fig. 1).
(i) Region 1: The bulge region. Radially, the inner 3 arcsec. A central light enhancement characterised by an excess
of light from the exponential disc in the light distribution.
(ii) Region 2: The inner bar. Radially comprised between 3 and 15 arcsec. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the bar of NGC 6032 presents some fine-structures. From
Fig. 1 it can be seen that the inner part of the bar resembles the barlens or X-shape morphologies described in Laurikainen et al. (2011), looking similar to a prominent bulge,
and showing an exponential profile.
(iii) Region 3: The outer bar. It is defined between 15
and 25 arcsec. Morphologically it can be distinguished as an
elongated region located before the beginning of the spiral
arms.
(iv) Region 4: The disc. Radially defined from 25 arcsec
outwards. The region outside the outer bar.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the stellar populations
within the inner bar show a clear distinct SAD compared to
that of the bulge, the outer bar, and disc regions. This fact
is clearly shown when comparing the average SADs, where
the outer bar and disc lines display similar SADs. The bulge
also displays a similar SAD as these two regions with the
exception of an excess of star formation at around 8 Gyrs
ago. The figure also shows a common underlying old stellar
population component for all the regions, describing the fact
that very old stars are present all through the galaxy. In the
normalised SAD plot this fact can be seen in the top part
of the diagrams, where the fractions are relatively high for
all regions. It is more clearly shown when looking at the
averaged diagram on the right panel, where all the lines,
one for each region, increase with age. The inner bar shows
stars of ages down to 6 Gyrs old, while the bulge, outer bar,
and disc regions present an excess of stars of younger ages.
In other words, there is a deficit of stars younger than 4
Gyrs in the inner bar. With the exception of this inner bar
region, as mentioned before, the rest of the galaxy shows the
presence of stars of all ages. The outer bar and the disc show
similar SADs.

the stellar content we can compare them, as proof of concept, with a generic numerical simulation available within
our group. The code used is that from the OWLS project
(Schaye et al. 2010, and references therein) which includes
N -body and SPH particles, star formation and stellar feedback, with thermal SN II feedback as described in Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012). The initial conditions are those from
Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard (2011), with 8% of the disc
material converted into SPH particles. The bar grows and
becomes strong, then it buckles, weakens and grows again.
In each of these phases the star formation is located at different regions of the bar. In Fig. 3 we show in the top panel
the fraction of stars at a given age (left axis) and a given
radius, similarly to the observational data, and the time at
which the stars form (right axis).The bottom panel shows
the average mass-weighted SAD for the four analysed regions. The time and sizes should be interpreted in relative
terms, as the simulation was not run nor scaled to be representative of NGC 6032. It can be seen from these two plots
a main phase of star formation happening all through the
disc before the bar is developed. These stars, together with
those pre-existing the star formation period, would conform
the oldest populations. Once the bar is formed it becomes
strong, and then buckles and weakens again, from 6.5 to 7.3
Gyr ago. In this phase, driven by the dynamics, the star formation happens in the bar area and at the very centre. We
expect an enhancement of the star formation in the central
regions, i.e. the bulge, as gas is transported there associated
to the strong bar and the buckling event. This phase seems
to happen in this simulation around 7 Gyr ago. How much of
this will happen in the centre depends on the position of the
different resonances, which in turn depends on how the mass
is distributed at the very centre. Later on, there is a long
lasting phase (around 2 Gyr) of star formation outside the
bar. Around 4 Gyr ago the bar has again a size of around 7
kpc and is forming stars in its outer as well as in the central
parts. However, in what we call the inner bar there is some
suppression of the star formation. Taking into account both,
the evolutionary phases displayed by the simulated system
and the similarities in the SFH from the generic simulation
and the observed galaxy, NGC 6032, we can infer that the
bar in this galaxy was formed more than 10 Gyr ago, as the
morphological structure was already in place by then, an the
excess of star formation observed at around 8 Gyr ago in the
bulge region can be related to the buckling phase.
We take further advantage of the simulation by exploring where the stars formed. The oldest stars suffer the
strongest radial migration, a radial displacement on average
of ≈ 2 kpc. In particular, those created either at the outer
part of the bar or outside the bar move on average ≈ 1.5
kpc. In principle, new stars created at the centre stay in the
centre, and those created in the bar outerparts stay around
that region.
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COMPARISON WITH A GENERIC
NUMERICAL SIMULATION

NGC 6032 is a clear example of a barred galaxy, and therefore, to interpret our findings from the CALIFA data on
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2015)
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The relation between B/P bulges with the buckling instability of the bar has been observationally confirmed in recent
studies (Erwin et al. 2016). However, establishing the moment at which this event occurs and the subsequent time
evolution is crucial to understand the present and past ob-
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Figure 1. Left panel: g-band image of NGC 6032 from SDSS with the analysed regions overplotted. The white dashed line represents
the position angle and ellipticity of the disc. Right panel: Radial surface g-band brightness distribution with the different regions, dashed
red lines, with numbering from the previous panel. The disc scale-length is shown in the upper-right corner.

Figure 2. Left and middle panels: spatially resolved light- and mass-weighted Stellar Age Distribution (SAD), respectively. Blue colours
imply no (or low) presence of stars of a given age (y axis) and at a given radius (x axis). The fraction of stars are normalised at every
radius. The dashed vertical lines represent the analysed regions (see text). Right panel: average mass-weighted SAD for each of the
analysed regions.

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2015)
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main discussion points and conclusions regarding the comparison between the SFHs of NGC 6032 and the results from
the numerical simulation are summarised below:

Figure 3. Top panel: radial distribution of stars (i.e. massweighted plot) created in the simulation at time 13.4 Gyr with age
on the left and star formation time on the right. The bar size is
outline with the solid white line. The buckling event occurs 7 Gyr
ago creating most of the stars in the very inner region. Vertical
lines delineate regions similarly to Fig. 2. Bottom panel: average
mass-weighted SAD for the four regions, plotted in a similar way
as Fig. 2

served frequency and the properties of B/P galaxy bulges,
including that of our Milky Way. In this letter we characterise the stellar content of the different morphological components of NGC 6032, focusing on the bar and central structures of NGC 6032. The bulge of NGC 6032 resembles the
X-shape and barlens bulges found in galaxies at low or intermediate inclinations that are possibly associated to the presence of buckled bars (e.g. Laurikainen et al. 2014; Athanassoula et al. 2015). The stellar age distributions observed in
NGC 6032 are closely linked to the present morphological
structures, suggesting that these regions have been in place
for a long time without major stellar mass redistribution.
Following this fact, we can interpret the observed SADs as
the result of the star formation histories that occurred in
NGC 6032. This interpretation of the observations allows us
to directly compare them with numerical simulations. The
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2015)

• Constraints on the bar formation and buckling period:
The enhancement of star formation in the inner bar, as compared to the neighbour regions, until around 6 Gyrs ago suggests, based on the new simulation described above, a relation with the bar formation and main growth, right before
the buckling event and the quenching of star formation later
on. In this way we can estimate from Fig. 2 the buckling occurring around 8 Gyrs ago. We can also infer the formation
of the stable disc and the bar at least before 10 Gyrs ago
following a quiet evolution since then, i.e., without major
mergers disrupting the disc. In this picture, the underlying
disc forms and as it becomes unstable forms the bar that
later buckles to form the B/P bulge at around 8 Gyrs.
• After the event of the B/P formation, the bar grows
again mainly from disc material, given that the outer bar
presents a star formation history similar to that of the disc.
For the first time, we present observational evidence of the
bar growing from disc material.
• Subsequent star formation in the bar region: It is interesting to notice that the star formation in the inner regions
of the galaxy goes on despite the quenching in the star formation of the inner bar, suggesting that the bar can act as
a conveyor belt, transferring material to the centre from the
disc without forming stars within it. From the theoretical
point of view, it could be clearly explained by the fast gas
inflow triggered by the bar towards the inner parts through
the dustlanes. The accumulation of cold material in the centre triggered therefore the star formation. Meanwhile outside
this region, in the disc, there are regions of recent star formation. This is in agreement with other recent observational
studies such as Consolandi (2016) where he concludes that
bars are redder structures with respect of their discs.
• As already mentioned, the fact that different star formation histories are so closely linked to the present observed morphological fine-structures suggests that the bar
in NGC 6032 has been in place for a long time. It has been
previously argued (Bournaud & Combes 2002) that bars of
late-type galaxies, i.e. presenting gas in their discs, would
weaken and last for only a few Gyrs before reappearing
again. Although some observational evidence of bars being
long-lasting for early-type galaxies has been provided (e.g.
Pérez et al. 2009; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011; Gadotti et al.
2015; Seidel et al. 2015), this is the first time that it is clearly
shown for a prototypical late-type, Sb, galaxy.
We show, for the first time, that the analysis of the star
formation histories of the different structures of NGC 6032
provide sufficient evidence to trace the moment of bar formation and its growth. We also constrain the buckling phase of
the bar and their subsequent evolution for the nearby galaxy
NGC 6032. We trace the bar formation at around 10 Gyrs
and the buckling phase of NGC 6032 possibly happening at
around 8 Gyrs ago. We conclude that, from that moment,
the bar grows from disc material and it does not significantly
form stars while transporting material to the central parts.
These results are supported by recent numerical simulations.
The same analysis on a bigger sample of galaxies will help
us to generalise these results to other galaxies and to shed
some light into the formation of stellar discs.
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